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JFEC Winter Adult Education Program
Respond Today

Sunday, February 23, 2020 | 2:00-4:30 pm
Temple Emanu-El, 29 Dayton Road, Waterford, CT

2:00 pm: Two classes running concurrently (choose one)
 1. Past and Present: Jews in American Politics / Jerry Fischer
 2.  The Changing Role of Jewish Women / Moderator: 
    Elyse Landesberg / Panelists: Karen Rosenberg, Maryashi  

   Sternberg & Rabbi Polly Berg
3:00 pm: Tea-Time
3:30: Community Forum
 Jews: a Nation or a Religion -- Chuck Primus will present 
 some ideas with a response by Romana Primus & 
 Rabbi Avroham Sternberg

There is no cost, but an RSVP would be appreciated for 
planning purposes. Please contact Mimi at 

mimi@jfec.com or 860-442-8062. 

>> See page 5 for more details <<

By Tammy Kaye, JFEC Program Coordinator
This year’s Encountering Survivors students 

and teachers traveled to NYC to further their ex-
ploration of the Holocaust. This year’s group of for-
ty-two was the largest to attend a JFEC sponsored 
field trip as we continue in our mission to educate 
youth. 

The day began at the Jewish Museum where 
a museum educator led the students through an 
examination and discussion of several different 
works of art and artifacts relating to the Holocaust. 
Of particular note was a charm bracelet created by 
Gerta Perlman, a prisoner in the Theresienstadt 
concentration camp. Through examining the many 
charms, students gained insights into her life and 
experiences at the camp. The charms included Ger-
ta’s transport number, 433, and date of transport, 
December 14, 1941, which was also her birthday. 
Various kitchen tools referenced her work while 
at the camp and other charms were significant to 

ES Students Explore the Holocaust
Jewish culture. 

Students also discussed a 
painting by Israeli artist Nir Hod, 
based on an iconic photograph 
depicting Nazi soldiers rounding 
up a group of Jews for deporta-
tion to the death camps. Instead 
of focusing on the well-known 
image of a young boy holding 
up his hands in fear, the artist 
chose to focus on a woman in the 
photo, painting her alone without 
the rest of the photo’s content. 
Through the painting, students 
explored this woman’s brutal ex-
perience. 

The group also toured the 
traveling Auschwitz exhibit at 

By Trevor Formara
This past weekend, Yachad BBYO pulled up to 

the Winter Kallah convention in style—a limousine 
van had picked us up at Temple Emanu-El and car-
ried seven teens plus our advisor Marcia Reinhard 
to the Crowne Plaza hotel in Danbury, CT. We pulled 
up to the entrance of the hotel and the chauffeur 
opened the sliding door on the side of the vehicle. 

A Classy Convention —  
Yachad BBYO

An exhausted group, arriving back at Temple Emanu-El after a long weekend.

I was handed an envelope with 
our name tags for the weekend 
and we were escorted inside by 
the Connecticut Valley Region 
steering committee (teen vol-
unteers from across the state 
that help plan and run the con-

BBYO CONT. ON PG 13

Holocaust Survivor at Avery Point
There were no empty seats Tuesday night, Feb. 4, when Holocaust Survivor Andy Sar-
kany spoke at UCONN Avery Point in an event sponsored by Mystic Oil Company and 
the Chamber of Commerce of Eastern CT. Pictured are Jewish Federation Executive Di-
rector Carin Savel, speaker Andy Sarkany, and JFEC Community Services Coordinator 
Carly Luft.

mailto:mimi@jfec.com
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Candle Lighting for Eastern CT area

Date Event
Thurs. March 5 Auschwitz: The Mechanics 

of Murder presented by 
American Society for Yad 
Vashem

Sun. March 22 Jewish Community  
Engagement Summit (see 
page 7)

Sun. March 29 #Get on the Bus - Auschwitz 
- see ad on page 11 -- Bus is 
filling up -- call today

Sun. April 19 Community Yom Hashoah 
Observance

Tues. April 28 Yom Hazikaron/Yom 
Haatzmaut – Israel Re-
membrance Day/Israel 
Independence Day

Wed. May 20 Active Shooter Training by 
the FBI sponsored by the 
JFEC

Mon. June 1 Tzofim Caravan (Israeli 
Scouts)

Mark your calendars and stay tuned for  
more information as it becomes available.

#JFEC PROGRAM DATES
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First field trip
By Gail Weber

On Jan 13, 2020, the Jewish Community Campus Steering Commit-
tee headed to Southbury, CT for our first field trip. Once we were ar-
rived, we were greeted and taken on a tour by John Albert, the building 
committee chairman. He was knowledgeable and forthcoming with his 
responses to our numerous questions. John was instrumental in see-
ing this project through to fruition. 

The Jewish Federation of Western CT in Southbury is a much larger 
facility (10,000 sq ft) than we envision for here in southeastern Con-
necticut, but it was amazing and refreshing to see different Jewish or-
ganizations functioning under one roof. 

The Federation, B’nai Israel, reform congregation, office for the 
rabbi, nursery school, event room, Kosher and non-Kosher kitchen 
and Hebrew school are all housed here. The committee will continue 
to visit and explore other campuses for ideas on how to incorporate 
our Jewish community on to one campus.

The co-chairs of this committee are Steven and Debra Daren and 
Len and Robyn Wolman. Committee members include Kenn Fischburg, 
Harry Leiser, Mona Levin, Romana Primus, Carin Savel, Tom Smith, 
Gail Weber and Nate Weiss. 

We will update you on our progress in upcoming editions of The 
Jewish Leader.

By Sheila Horvitz
In the last two editions of The Leader, Hadas-

sah introduced its featured guest for the 3rd An-

nual Henny Simon Remembrance weekend, April 
24-April 27: Emanuel Aronson Rund - Holocaust 
scholar, filmmaker, journalist and social activist. 

We learned about his leading role in the estab-
lishment of a January 27 Holocaust Memorial Day in 
Germany and then an International Remembrance 
Day for the European Union and the United Nations. 
And we learned about his life’s beginnings on the eve 
of the establishment of the State of Israel to parents 
who fled Germany to Palestine, and whose families 
in Germany perished in the Holocaust.

Born at Hadassah Hospital at Mount Scopus in 
1946, he grew up in the same neighborhood as Da-
vid Ben Gurion. Ben Gurion would see him playing 
in the Jerusalem streets with his games and cameras 
and often stopped to chat with him. When he was 12 
years old, he ran a Biblical Theater and Ben Gurion 
would stop and ask about that too.

As a teenager, Mr. Rund a Knesset Parliamentar-
ian Reporter detailed the work of the Knesset to the 
outside press. After service in the army, he got his 
film education doing pioneering work in Israeli ra-
dio and television productions. He was on his way 
to producing dozens of films, leading to a lifetime 
commitment to commemorate and educate on the 

Rund Encounters the “Greats” 
Holocaust through the art of film.

As a 22 year old TV journalist, he interviewed 
his childhood neighbor, David Ben Gurion.

He also met Prime Minister Golda Meir during 
an interview at her Jerusalem home. Like many 
who met her, he was captivated by her iconic charm 
and warmth. Golda Meir herself prepared sand-
wiches for his entire film crew!

Mr. Rund also had the privilege to meet and 
work with Elie Wiesel, a friend to the New London 
community through his friendship with the Stro-
chlitz family: a survivor of Buchenwald Concentra-
tion Camp; a prolific author; philosopher; human-
ist; and Nobel Prize winner who made it his life’s 
work to speak about the Holocaust.

Mr. Rund worked on a film biography of Wiesel 
and then filmed Mr. Wiesel with students at a New 
York City Spanish Harlem School. These thirteen 
year old latino and black students engaged him 

with questions about his life experience during the 
Holocaust, including issues of loss of family, iden-
tity, human rights, religion, intolerance, bigotry and 
genocide. Many of these students found relevance 
and meaning for their own lives - often heart-bro-
ken from issues of broken families, drugs, alcohol 
and crime.

In that Harlem school, Mr. Rund experienced an 
astounding coincidence, something that he would 
encounter frequently over the many years he has 
been making films about the Holocaust. On a wall 
of the school hung the famous poster of the Jew-
ish prisoners in Buchenwald staring out from the 
wooden bunks in which they slept three in a “bed”. 
Elie Wiesel is pictured in the second row of the 
bunks. Mr. Rund’s production assistant on the film 
pointed to the photo and identified his father, pic-
tured in the second row as well!

And on June 14, 2017 when the City of New York 
named the southwest corner of 84th Street and 
Central Park West after Elie Wiesel, Mr. Rund was 
there for the dedication.

Stay tuned for the next chapter in the life and ex-
periences of Mr. Rund: his film career and the mak-
ing of the Academy award nominated documentary 
“All Jews Out”.

Emanuel Aronson Rund

Golda Meir & David Ben Gurion

Elie Wiesel

Temple Bnai Israel’s 14th An-
nual Vegetarian Cook-off, nosh-
ing, and schmoozing fest takes 
place Sunday, February 16 at 
5:00 p.m. at the temple located at 
383 Jackson Street, Willimantic.

Admission is free if you RSVP 
to office@templebnaiisrael.
org by February 10, otherwise, 

Cook-off in Willimantic
admission is by donation (you 
choose the amount).

Bring a pot-o-chili to share or 
simply attend and nosh! 

It’s great fun – there is beer 
(21 and over only), a make-your-
own sundae bar, a pinata for the 
kids, and more!

Jewish Community 
CAMPUS CORNER 
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Senior Offerings
Reservations are necessary for all events. When making your res-
ervation, let us know if you need a ride. Reservations can be 
made by calling Carly at 860-444-6333x112. If Beth is 
not available, leave a voice mail message, she’ll check them the 
following business day.

Upcoming Winter Luncheon Trips 
Wednesday, March 18, 2020, Luncheon at Lenny and Joe’s Fish-

tale in Westbrook followed by Outlet shopping at the Outlets in West-
brook (car permitting). Cost $6/9 is for transportation only. 

Wednesday, June 24, 2020, Luncheon at Steak Loft in Mystic. Cost 
$5/8 is for transportation only.

Upcoming shows
Wednesday, April 29, 2020, “The Great Gatsby” at Ivoryton 

Playhouse. Jay Gatsby, a self-made millionaire, passionately pursues 
the elusive Daisy Buchanan. Nick Carraway, a young newcomer to 
Long Island, is drawn into their world of obsession, greed and danger. 
A beautifully crafted interpretation of the 1925 novel which defined 
the Jazz Age. Simon Levy’s play captures the breathtaking glamour 
and decadent excess of the 1920’s. Cost $54/57. Lunch on your own 
at Luigi’s.

Wednesday, May 13, 2020, “South Pacific” at Goodspeed. On 
a lush tropical island during World War II, battles of the heart are 
center stage in the Goodspeed premiere of the Rodgers and Ham-
merstein classic. Lovestruck nurse Nellie Forbush falls for a French 

planter. Lieutenant 
Joe Cable is drawn 
to a native girl. In an 
exotic world of risk 
and romance, preju-
dice clouds their po-
tential paradise. Be 
swept away by twin 
love stories and a 
rapturous score that 

includes “Some Enchanted Evening,” “I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right 
Outta My Hair,” “Bali Ha’i”, and more. Cost $64/67. Lunch on your own 
at Parthenon Diner.

Wednesday, June 10, 2020, “A Little Quickie” at Newport Play-
house. Only one thing stands between comedy duo Steve & Allen 
and stardom – Allen’s one-night stand with Steve’s wife! It’s up to the 
duo’s flashy manager to cover up the affair or all of their careers are 
ruined. Spicy stand-up comedy routines provide a hilarious running 
commentary throughout this wickedly funny farce. “Wild, wacky and 
wickedly funny” – American Theatre Web. Cost $66/69 All-inclusive 
and includes servers tip.

Wednesday, July 1, 2020, “Flashdance” The Musical at Ivoryton 
Playhouse. Dance like you’ve never danced before! Flashdance: The 
Musical tells the inspiring and unforgettable story of 18 year old Alex, 

a welder by 
day and ‘flash-
dancer’ by night, 
who dreams 
of becoming a 
p r o f e s s i o n a l 
dancer. When 
a romance 
cmplicates her 
ambitions, she 
harnesses it to 

drive her dreams. Based on the Paramount Pictures film, Flashdance 
boasts an iconioc score and pop hits including “Maniac,” “Gloria,” “I 
Love Rock ‘n Roll,” and the sensational title track “Flashdance…What a 
Feeling.” Cost $54/57. Lunch on your own at Zhang’s or Pizza Works.

Wednesday, July 29, 2020. “Anne of Green Gables” at Good-
speed. Anne Shirley just arrived on Prince Edward Island and she’s 

creating quite a stir. Adopted by 
siblings Marilla and Matthew 
Cuthbert, Anne is feisty, smart 
and eager to find her own place 
in the world. But is the world 
ready for her? Fall in love with 
the endearing redhead of the 
classic novel, now reimagined as 
a vibrant folk-rock musical for all 
generations. With bold choreog-
raphy, witty humor and a revolu-
tionary spirit, this is Green gables 
as you’ve never seen it before. 
Cost $64/67. Lunch on your own 
at Dock 11. Plus more fabulus 
trips are being planned for late 
Summer and Fall.

Stuff you need to know about 
our trips

Our ticket policy requires that 
a $25 non-refundable deposit ac-
company your reservation. These 

deposits MUST go through Beth. 
Just writing down your name will 
no longer be sufficient or accept-
ed. Please make sure your phone 
number is provided so we can 
call you with a pickup time for 
the event.

A trip MUST have at least 4 
persons per car to happen. If 
there is an outing in which you 
are interested, make sure you 
get to go by asking a few friends 
to join us. Our policy has always 
been “the more the merrier”. 

Payment in full is required 
three (3) weeks prior to the 
event. You will be notified that 
your final payment is due, either 
by mail or a phone call. If there 
is no response, then your ticket 
will be forfeit. If at the last mo-
ment you are unable to attend 
a performance, the responsibil-

ity for your ticket rests with you. 
If we have a wait list we will be 
happy to make a call. Because we 
have already paid for your ticket 
we are unable to refund your 
money or put it toward another 
show. This policy will be firmly 
enforced.

Carly’s Schedule – Please call 
Carly at 860-444-6333, Mon-
day and Tuesday from 9:00 AM 
to 4:30 PM and Thursdays from 
9:00 AM to 2:00 PM for all res-
ervations or questions regarding 
senior services. We MUST call 
in our meal counts the week be-
fore the luncheon by 10:00 AM 
on Thursday, so PLEASE make 
your reservation by the Thursday 
morning prior to the KHL to en-
sure your spot and enough food.

Ben Wizner is an American 
lawyer, writer, and civil liberties 
advocate with the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU). He heads 
the Speech, Privacy and Technol-
ogy Project for the ACLU and has 
worked at the intersection of civil 
liberties and national security.

As part of Congregation Beth 
El’s Weiner-Tom Lecture Series, 
Mr. Wizner will deliver an infor-
mative, timely and stimulating 
lecture on Sunday, April 26, 
2020 in the Wellner Center at 
Mitchell College.

He was born in New Haven 
and grew up on the campus of 
Yale University where his father, 

Stephen Wizner, is a professor of law at Yale Law School and his moth-
er, Rachel Wizner, is a dean. Wizner began working for the ACLU in 
Los Angeles in August 2001, initially focusing on prison reform. Fol-

2020 Weiner/Tom Lecturer -- Ben Wizner
lowing the September 11 attacks, 
Wizner’s focus shifted to civil 
liberties issues relating to U.S. 
national security. He currently 
focuses on the tension between 
the public’s right to know and the 
government’s need for secrecy in 
a time of technology’s advances 
and our decreasing privacy.

You are invited to meet and 
speak with Mr. Wizner at a pri-
vate reception and discussion 
($180 pp) which will be followed 
by his public lecture ($20 pp) at 
Mitchell College. More informa-
tion to follow in an upcoming is-
sue of this paper.

This lecture is made possible 
through the Weiner-Tom Lecture 
Series.

The public is welcome.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
Reservations 
required.  
Please call 
Carly @ (860) 
444-6333

All Kosher 
Hot Lunches 
(KHL) begin 
@ 12:30.  

Suggested 
donation is 
$3.00.

1

2 3  KHL 
Cheese 
Ravioli
Bingo

4 5 6 Call Carly by
10 AM to 
reserve for 2/10

7 8

9 10  KHL  
Meatloaf 
Yiddish Lotto

11 12
Mohegan 
Sun Buffet 
Cost $5/8

13 14 15

16 17 NO KHL 
Presidents 
Day

18 19 20 Call Carly
by 10 AM to 
reserve for 2/24

21 22

23 24  KHL 
Tuna 
Grinders
Craft day
with Carly

25 26 27 Call Carly
by 10 AM to 
reserve for 3/2

28 29

February 2020 Senior Events
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475 Broad St., New London CT • 860-443-CITY

Come in! We’d like to meet you!

Chuck and Romana Primus, Owners

Since 1946 

Energy Saving Windows & Doors! 
ORDER FACTORY DIRECT! 
Vinyl Replacement & New Construction Windows 
Storm Windows & Commercial Aluminum 
Professional Installation Available 

 

~ Duralite warm edge spacer stays warmer and keeps you cozy. 
            ~ When you’re cozy you save energy and money! 
   ~ Saving energy is also good for the environment.  
                ~ Stay comfortable and keep moisture out. 
         ~ Duralite glass space is the best in the  
                                                          industry! 

860.848.9258 
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE 
www.alltimemfg.com 

Join us for an exciting new Jewish Federation of Eastern CT 
Winter Adult Education Program on February 23, 2020. The pro-
gram begins at 2:00 pm at Temple Emanu-El, 29 Dayton Road in 
Waterford.

During the first hour, participants will choose one of two very 
exciting classes. Elyse Landesberg will lead a panel discussion on 
“The Changing Role of Jewish Women.” Panelists are Karen Rosen-
berg, Maryashi Sternberg, and Rabbi Polly Berg. They will discuss 
the roles Jewish women take in their homes, synagogues, and 
communities looking at the ways they find personal and spiritual 
fulfillment in these roles, and places where there are frustrations. 
Panelists will also address what has changed in their lifetimes and 
the lifetimes of their mothers and daughters.

The second topic during the first hour of the Adult Education 
Program is “Jews in American Politics: Past and Present” taught by 
Jerry Fischer. This lecture will give a historical perspective on Jews 
in Politics, around the world and in the USA and then focus on the 
recent past, with some of the observations based on discussions 
with local politicians who have been politically active in municipal, 
state, and national politics. 

After a short break, we will come together for a Community Fo-
rum: “Jews: A Nation or A Religion.” In the United States, this ques-
tion involves a further issue, ‘Is Jewish Identity a Choice?’ Chuck 
Primus will present some ideas, and Romana Primus and Rabbi 
Avroham Sternberg will respond.

All are welcome. There is no cost, but an RSVP would be ap-
preciated for planning purposes. Please contact the JFEC office at 
860-442-8062 or Mimi (mimi@jfec.com).

2020 JFEC Winter Adult  
Education Program

By Nadine & Mark Lipman
The Jewish Federation of Eastern CT is ushering in a new initiative 

for 2020, JFEC Writers Room, a series of four events featuring Jewish 
authors.

The committee will be charged with finding Jewish authors to 
speak to the community four times per year. Each event will contain a 
talk by the author and an opportunity to sell books. If there are costs 
associated with the event, the committee will be responsible for find-
ing sponsors to support the program.

The committee will ideally be made up of members whose specific 
experiences and talents will lend them valuable insight and be from 
throughout the region JFEC serves; as a committee member, respon-
sibilities will include, but are not limited to 1) finding authors with 
continued follow-up, 2) making arrangements with venues, 3) arrang-
ing for books via the author or bookseller (if required), 4) attending 
meetings, 5) publicity, 6) other things, as needed!

Our first meeting will take place in late February. We look forward 
to your organization/congregation providing input by sending a rep-
resentative; please consider the committee member responsibilities 

Looking for a few good people
before deciding whether or not to 
accept this invitation, as the suc-
cess of the committee depends 
on the full commitment of every 
committee member.

JFEC has ushered in so many 
successful initiatives in recent 
years, so we are excited to find 
the next crop of members who 
can continue bringing good ideas 
to fruition! 

If you have questions or con-
cerns, please contact Nadine 
Lipman at nadine.lipman@
gmail.com.

Nadine and Mark Lipman 
are co-chairs of the JFEC Writ-
ers Room committee.

By Edgar Asher, 
Ashernet

The present 
predicament of 
Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netan-
yahu might be 
best described 
as his being be-
tween a rock 
and a hard place. 
Having aban-
doned his bid 
from immunity 
on January 28, 
from prosecu-
tion, Netanyahu 
in all probabil-
ity will soon be 
seen in court 
having to defend 
himself from no 
less than three 
indictments. He 
also must con-
tend with his bid 

to stay as leader of the right-wing Likud party to fight the third Israeli 
general election in less than twelve months.

Moreover, Netanyahu must deal with the newly released ‘Trump 

Between a rock and a hard place
Plan for the Middle East’. This 
plan will be rejected by the Pales-
tinians, who are not interested in 
even studying the plan when it is 
made public, or even sitting with 
the Israelis to discuss, or negoti-
ate, an end to the vexed question 
of the future of relations between 
Palestinians and Israelis, and 
a final agreement on who lives 
where? 

There is no question that from 
Israel’s point of view Jerusalem 
is not up for discussion. Israel 
has made this quite clear that the 
Jewish connection to the City of 
David precedes anybody else’s 
claim by hundreds, indeed, sev-
eral thousand years. Further, it is 
equally clear that influences from 
near and far, in other words Iran, 
Lebanon, Turkey, Gaza and Syria 
are not going to go away. 

The Hezbollah terrorist orga-
nization can only exist by being 
just that – a terrorist organiza-
tion. Terrorist organization do 
not have a defined plan for the 

betterment of the country they are currently occupying. There is no 
secret Iranian or Hezbollah plan to establish industrial areas in their 
present locations. There is no secret Iranian or Hezbollah plan to es-
tablish schools and hospitals in their present locations. There is no se-
cret Iranian or Hezbollah plan to try and bridge differences by means 
of the exchange of diplomatic personnel. In other words, the normal 
relations that exist between normal democratic countries are not of 
course a feature of terror organization.

President Donald Trump and Prime Minister  
Binyamin Netanyahu at the White House.

mailto:nadine.lipman@gmail.com
mailto:nadine.lipman@gmail.com
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By Abigail Klein Leichman, Israel21c
As the Wuhan coronavirus outbreak continues to spread, two Is-

raeli companies are finalizing development of revolutionary antiviral 
reusable facemasks.

“Israel has technologies that can support controlling this epidem-
ic,” says Liat Goldhammer-Steinberg, CTO of 
Sonovia in Ramat Gan.

More than 100 people are reported dead 
from complications of Wuhan coronavirus, 
dubbed 2019-nCoV.

The virus is spread by air and direct con-
tact. The World Health Organization reports 
approximately 4,200 cases of infection since 
December 31. Most of the cases are in China. 
A few have been confirmed in 15 additional 
countries.

Because there is no vaccine or treatment for 
2019-nCoV, personal protective equipment is 
an important way to combat the transmission 
of the virus and avoid a pandemic.

Disposable facemasks cannot block all 
pathogens and do not kill them. A used and 
discarded mask can even become a vector for 
disease as the pathogens multiply in its fibers.

That’s why washable, reusable masks with 
anti-pathogen properties could provide a po-
tent prevention tool against the 2019-nCoV 
and other coronaviruses that have evolved into 
more severe illnesses, such as SARS and MERS.

Sonovia seeking partners
Sonovia’s ultrasonic fabric-finishing technology, invented by two 

Bar-Ilan University chemistry professors, mechanically infuses antivi-
ral, antimicrobial zinc and copper oxide nanoparticles into textiles for 
facemasks and other protective products.

Sonovia recently received a European Commission Horizon 2020 
grant and the technology has won several prizes in China.

Tests have shown that Sonovia’s treated textiles work against six 
types of bacteria including E. coli and Staph. Effectiveness lasts for up 
to 100 washes at 75°C (167°F) or 65 washes at 92°C (197°F).

The impregnated polyester-cotton fabric has been shown effective 
against some strains of influenza. It has not been tested for effective-
ness against the current coronavirus.

Once a lab that can do this test is identified, the process could take 
eight weeks, says Goldhammer-Steinberg.

“We are not commercialized yet,” she stresses. “But we have a 
prototype machine we are willing to put into operation using treated 
yardage from our R&D product — if we have a partner and interest.”

Sonovia CTO Liat Goldhammer-Steinberg in the company’s facility 

New antiviral masks from Israel may help stop deadly coronavirus
in Ramat Gan. Photo: courtesy

Interest is not a problem: So-
novia hosted visitors from China 
earlier this week and is receiving 
“nonstop calls” following media 

exposure.
Goldhammer-Steinberg says 

there is enough treated fabric 
available to make about 5,000 
to 10,000 reusable face masks. 
These would not be for sale, rath-
er for partners to distribute as an 
emergency measure.

“Right now, there is a shortage 
of supplies [in affected countries] 
so we could help decrease that 
stress. Even if 
there is a re-
mote chance 
it could help, 
it is worth try-
ing,” she tells 
ISRAEL21c.

“We are ac-
tively reaching 
out to collabor-
ative investors 
and partners 
from around 
the world be-
cause we be-
lieve there is 
high potential 
for our prod-
ucts to save 
lives.”

For more in-
formation and 
collaborative 
opportunities, 
contact Dr. Ja-
son Migdal at 
Sonovia: mar-
keting@sono-

viatech.com

Argaman’s Bio-Block mask
Jerusalem-based Argaman is nearing commercialization of a reus-

able, washable, breathable antiviral facemask called Bio-Block.
According to founder and CEO Jeff 

Gabbay, a textile engineer with a back-
ground in pathology and infectious dis-
eases, Bio-Block is a layered mask.

It’s made from a proprietary cotton 
embedded with accelerated copper ox-
ide particles, and a nanofiber textile that 
blocks pathogens.

“The pores of the nanofiber pad are so 
small that bacteria cannot go through it 
— nor a droplet that contains a live virus 
–and our EPA-approved 100% CottonX fi-
bers destroy the pathogens that come in 
contact with it,” Gabbay says.

“The mask not only blocks the virus 
but kills the viruses going both to the 
wearer and away from the wearer in case 
the wearer is infected,” he explains.

An independent lab found that Cot-
tonX remains effective against Staph and 
E. coli bacteria for 50 industrial washings 
or 100 home washings.

A hospital test sponsored by the US 
Centers for Disease Control found that 
CottonX bedding and gowns in the ICU 
reduced multi-drug resistant pathogens 

by 50%. This study is soon to be published, says Gabbay.
Like the Sonovia textile, CottonX has not been tested for effective-

ness against the 2019-nCoV coronavirus.
The first 20,000 Bio-Block masks are in production in Argaman’s 

Jerusalem facility and will retail for about $50. They will be available 
in about two months.

An Amazon store will be opened once the masks and other pro-
tective products are ready, says Gabbay. Meanwhile, inquiries about 
orders can be sent to info@argamantech.com.

Hospital staff at Shaare Zedek Medical Center in Jerusalem donned facemasks and 
protective clothing to prepare for the arrival of a Chinese woman suspected of hav-
ing coronavirus infection, January 27, 2020. Photo by Yonatan Sindel/Flash90

Annual Brotherhood ‘Italian Nite’ Dinner 
 

Pasta, Eggplant parmesan. homemade sauce, salad, and bread, 
freshly made and served by the Temple Brotherhood 

 

Sunday, March 15, 5:00 PM 
Social Hall @ Temple Emanu-El  

 

  $20 per Person*** $35 Couple*** $40 for Family 
Advance RSVP Discount --   

$15 per Person      ** $30 Couple      ** $ 35 Family 
 

RSVP for planning by March 8 
Early reservations are discounted and appreciated. 

Call Temple Emanu-El at 443-3005 to make reservations.  

       
 

For those attending, we will be conducting a 50/50 raffle. 

mailto:info@argamantech.com
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Realtor Corner

 
Direct: 860-443-4400   Cell: 860-625-5255 

Email: Geoff@CallTheHausmann.com 
Website: www.CallTheHausmann.com 

Blog: CTHouseMan.com 

ON THE BAY 

FOR ALL YOUR  
REAL ESTATE NEEDS 

Things you do not want to see

Jewish Heritage 
Tour:  

Budapest,  
Krakow, & Prague  

May 4-14, 2020 
 

Also visit Auschwitz-Birkenau & Theresienstadt 
$5,735 pp/double occupancy. Single supplement, $1,500. 

Land cost includes all breakfasts, 2 lunches, 4 dinners. 
Accommodations are 4 & 5 star rated.

Book your own airline tickets (this allows you to use your points 
or make personal additions to the trip).

Berlin extension: including transfer from Prague, 3 hotel nights, 
2 touring days, one dinner and departure transfer is 

$1,600 per person. Single supplement $375
Contact Mission Leaders Carin Savel or Jerry Fischer 

at 860.442.8062 for itinerary and application.

By Geoff Hausmann
In a real estate transaction, there are many 

things you do not want to see.  It is sad/scary 
that everything in this current article have been 
seen by me personally.  Many of these things are 
out of control of anyone.

Here is a list of things that I came up with:
• Arriving at a property only to be greeted by a barking dog.  Then 

you think to yourself, do you feel lucky that this dog will calm 
down as you approach the front door.

• Having the walkway and stairs covered with snow and ice.  I 
personally have fallen trying to get into a property only to end 
up sore, wet, and dirty.  The first impression of this property is 
strong.

• Are you interested in purchasing a car?  Showing up at a property 
and all you see are unregistered vehicles.  The more junk outside 
the property makes you wonder what is going to be found on the 
inside prior to entering.  I have had buyers not even want to enter 
the property based upon the outside appearance.

• Entering a property only to be met with a strange aroma.  Wheth-
er it is or not, everyone assumes that this is mold.  

• Witnessing an illegal activity.  I was about to list a property and 
needed to take pictures, so I opened the blinds to get more sun-
light into the property.  As I did this and remember I had my cam-
era in hand only to witness a drug transaction going on at that 
time.  I did decide to not to list that property.

• Fire is always a scary situation.  It was Valentine’s Day and I was 
having a nice lunch with my wife only to see the news come on the 
tv.  They were discussing an apartment building in New London 
that the flames were coming out of every window and luckily ev-
eryone was able to get out of the property safely.   I had this build-
ing under contract and expected to close in 2 weeks.  

• Death is a fact of life, but it really has no place in the real estate 
transaction.  If the buyer passes away prior to the closing, the 
closing is not going to happen.  However, if the seller passes away, 
the purchase and sales contract used in Southeast Connecticut 
has a paragraph that refers to “Assignment and Survivorship”.  
This basically states that this is the wishes of the seller and even 
though this may need to be approved by probate, the deal can stay 
together.  I actually had a seller pass the night before closing.  We 
did close a week later.

• People do not want to burden their families with some of their 
final arrangements.  I have had clients pass shortly after the trans-
action has been completed.  At least I was honored to assist them 
with one of their final wishes.

As you can see, anything can happen in a real estate transaction.  

Please remember you can search for homes at www.CallThe-
HouseMan.com.

Do you have a question about real estate? Are you an Eversource 
Customer? How about getting an energy audit on me?

Advice/responses will be made by Geoff Hausmann, RE/MAX on 
the Bay, 860-443-4400, Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com

Increase funding for places of worship

The Jewish Federation Association of CT (JFACT) in collaboration 
with Senators Richard Blumenthal and Chris Murphy convened a 
meeting recently with State and Federal legislators, Federation Ex-
ecutives, Synagogue Presidents, and Rabbis from across the state to 
discuss the rise in anti-Semitism and to announce additional fund-
ing for security. In attendance from our Eastern CT community were 
JFEC Executive Director Carin Savel and Rabbi Marc Ekstrand of 
Temple Emanu-El in Waterford.

The registration for a regional Jewish Communi-
ty Engagement Summit is now open. The Summit 
is being presented through a partnership of the Fed-
eration for Jewish Philanthropy of Upper Fairfield 
County and the Jewish Federation of Northeast New 
York. It is aimed at congregations, federations, and 
other Jewish lay leaders and staff. 

The summit will look to provide insight, informa-
tion, and inspiration on some of the vital questions 
of how we can take part and sustain our engagement 
with an ever changing and ever diverse Jewish com-
munity. 

The one-day summit will run from 12 noon to 
5:30 pm on Sunday, March 22, and will be held at 

Jewish Community Engagement Summit
Join us for a day of skill building and professional development

Temple Israel, 14 Coleytown Rd. in Westport, 
CT. 

The Jewish Federations of North America has 
provided significant sponsorship assistance. A 
wonderful list of speakers, including keynotes and 
breakout sessions to be held throughout the day 
and is being curated with the assistance of our 
partners.

Early bird registration ends March 12 and is 
$36/pp. After March 12 registration is $40/pp and 
walk-ins are $45/pp. Lunch will be provided and 
Dietary Laws observed. Contact 860-442-8062 or 
mimi@jfec.com to register.

http://www.CallTheHouseMan.com
http://www.CallTheHouseMan.com
mailto:mimi@jfec.com
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L’Taken-Repairing the World 
By Trevor Fornara & Ellanora Lerner

Last March, five teens from the 
Temple Emanu-El confirmation class 
attended a seminar in Washington, 
D.C focused on Jewish values and 
social justice. This year, Rabbis Marc 
Ekstrand and Polly Berg partnered 
with Yachad BBYO to send a delega-
tion of eight teens to the same con-
ference.

The conference is called L’Taken, 
which means to correct or repair in 
Hebrew. The program is run by the 
Religious Action Center of Reform 
Judaism (RAC). The RAC is a non-
partisan collaborative of the Union 
for Reform Judaism and the Central 
Conference of American Rabbis.  It 
mobilizes around federal, state and 
local legislation, supports and de-
velops leaders, and organizes com-
munities to create a world overflow-
ing with justice, compassion and 
peace.  It has existed since the 1960s 
when it was on the forefront of the 
Civil Rights Movement. L’Taken is a 
four-day seminar for high-school 
students that is run five times a year 
between January and March. We at-
tended the first session of the year, from January 10 
through 13.

Our group consisted of Jared Linder, Hannah 
Linder, Max Frischling, Jacob Cohn, 
Simone Lerner, Lili Kane, Rabbis Marc 
Ekstrand and Polly Berg, and our-
selves (Trevor Fornara and Ellanora 
Lerner). Other groups ranged in size 
from two to thirty, or more, and came 
from synagogues all over the country.

We arrived at our hotel in Ar-
lington, VA at around five in the af-
ternoon, after a seven-hour car ride. 
After stretching our legs and learning 
how to walk again, we went up to our 
rooms to unpack and got dressed for 
dinner and services. The service was 
led by a staff cantor and about a doz-
en youth song leaders. It incorporated 
the traditional liturgy, as well as uplift-
ing songs and modern writings about 
social justice and responsibility. 

Rabbi Michael Namath, the Direc-
tor of Leadership Development at the 
RAC gave the d’var Torah. In it he told 
the story of a town that was bordered 
by a river with a huge waterfall. One 
day, a man was walking along the 
river’s edge when he saw someone in 
the river, struggling against the cur-
rent. The man pulled him out using a 
nearby branch. A similar occurrence 

happened a day later, so the town decided to put a full-
time guard by the river. Despite this, more and more 
people kept coming down the river, almost to the point 
where one guard couldn’t handle it. 

The town hired a second 
guard. Soon enough, it got 
to the point where the two 
guards weren’t enough. At 
the next town meeting, there 
were discussions of adding a 
net, hiring another guard, 
et cetera. Finally, the group 
realized that they should go 
upstream to find out why the 
people were falling into the 
river in the first place. 

Rabbi Namath explained 
that this is a key principle 
of Reform Judaism. As an 
example, we are taught not 
only to give financial aid to 
the impoverished to help 
their immediate situation, 
but we must also change the 
system so that fewer people 
are living below the poverty 
line. That is what the L’Taken 
conference was about – 
teaching us how to be effec-
tive in changing the system 
because we as Jews have a 
moral obligation to do so. 

After this d’var Torah, we 
heard a personal story from a man who has struggled 
with homelessness and how he eventually was able to 
turn his life around by finding work at a local church. 

He vowed to spend the rest of 
his life serving G-d and fight-
ing our nation’s homelessness 
epidemic. After his story, our 
Temple Emanu-El delegation, 
along with two other groups, 
headed to a break-out room 
to participate in an economic 
inequality simulation. It em-
phasized that many programs 
set up to help combat this 
problem are inaccessible for 
many people who need them. 

The next morning after 
breakfast, we gathered again 
for services. The Torah por-
tion for the week talked about 
Shifra and Puah, the midwives 
who saved Jewish newborns 
from Pharaoh in the Exodus 
story. This story, and the ac-
companying sermon, dem-
onstrated that unity gives us 
power when we are advocat-
ing. Then, we split into two 
groups for Kesef, Koach, and 
Politika (money, power, and 
politics), a lobbying simulation 
that this year was focused on 

The crew waiting to meet with Senator Chris Murphy's staff.

Left to right: Rabbi Marc Ekstrand, Trevor Fornara, Lili Kane, Jared Linder, Congressman Joe 
Courtney, Hannah Linder, Ellanora Lerner, Simone Lerner, Rabbi Polly Berg, Max Frischling, and 
Jacob Cohn.
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bail reform. While we were assigned to be 
either for or against the issue, within our 
groups we had the option of choosing vari-
ous methods, such as social media or letter 
writing, phone calls or office visits in order 
to lobby. The program helped us under-
stand the many ways that politicians can be 
influenced. We also learned that even as we 
are lobbying from our point of view, most 
assuredly someone else is lobbying a differ-
ent point of view.

After the simulation we had time to 
spend in D.C. First, we stopped at the Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial and then 
visited the United States Holocaust Memo-
rial Museum. We went as a congregation 
to dinner in Georgetown and then boarded 
the buses to the Jefferson Memorial for a 
beautiful Havdalah service. After arriving 
back at the hotel, we ended the night with 
elective groups on issues we had chosen 
ahead of time. Programs were offered on 
Israel, migration, climate change, gun vio-
lence, disability rights, LGBTQ rights, mental 
health and reproductive rights. I attended 
the program on Israel. This program had 
us think about our personal relationship to 
the country and how Israeli identity encom-
passes various religious and racial identities. 
One sure take away from the program was 
the lack of governmental support for the 
Reform movement in Israel. 

Sunday morning started with a storytell-
ing program in which we were asked to re-
flect on an event in our lives that was a call 
to action for us. This program was meant to 
emphasize the ways that personal storytell-
ing can be an important part of advocacy. 
After lunch we had our second elective pro-
gram, with much of our group attending a 
program on mental health. 

Then, after learning more from the RAC staff about 
how to be effective advocates, we gathered to discuss 
our plan. The next day, Monday, would be the culmi-
nation of our seminar., On Monday morning we would 
be headed to Capitol Hill to lobby our Senators and 
Representative on issues we care about. The seminar 
had given us a lot of tools and taught us about is-
sues, but we had to decide as a group what issues 
we wanted to discuss with our congress people. After 
some discussion, we settled on two: immigration and 
mental health, with four of us working on each topic.

Before beginning our speech writing, we had time 
to visit the Smithsonian museums. Most of us headed 
to the National Archives to see the Constitution and 
Bill of Rights, before taking a free bus around some 
of the National Mall. The afternoon seemed to go by 
quickly before we had to head off to Pentagon Row 
for dinner.

We arrived back at the hotel around 7:00 pm 
and prepared for a long night. After receiving legis-
lative briefings about our chosen topics, we settled 
our groups to write our lobbying presentations. The 

Lobbying in D.C., Yachad BBYO

Monday morning in front of the Capitol. On our way to meet with Senator Blu-
menthal's staff.

RAC provided us with a template for speech writing 
that helped guide us but gave us plenty of room to talk 
about personal experiences and beliefs. 

The final call for printing speeches was eleven that 
night, a deadline our group just made. Rabbi Ekstrand 
helped edit our speeches before reading them to a 
member of the RAC staff for their approval. Even after 
we had printed out our final speeches, some of us spent 
almost an hour practicing reading them out loud to 
make sure we were ready to go in the morning. Around 
midnight, we finally headed up to bed to get some 
sleep, in preparation for the big day ahead of us. 

On Monday morning we woke up extra early to eat 
breakfast and then board the buses to Capitol Hill. Our 
first meeting of the morning was with a legislative as-
sistant at Senator Richard Blumenthal’s office. Then, we 
had about a 40-minute wait before our meeting with a 
staffer from Senator Chris Murphy’s office. She talked 
with us for quite a bit, and we had a great conversation 
about the legislation we were lobbying for. 

Then, a walk across the front stoop of the Capitol 
landed us at Representative Joe Courtney’s office build-
ing. For the group lobbying for mental health service 

funding, this was the most important 
meeting. The senators had already co-
sponsored the bill, so our conversations 
had been to thank them for their support. 
Rep. Courtney, however, had not cospon-
sored the bill this session. After the meet-
ing, Courtney’s legislative assistant told us 
that not supporting the bill was most like-
ly an oversight (after all, thousands of bills 
are proposed every session), and that the 
Courtney would sign on soon. Success!

As we were making presentations, what 
we did not realize is that Rabbi Berg was 
working behind the scenes to not only get 
us passes to the Senate and House galler-
ies but have us escorted through the tun-
nel from the House office building to the 
Capitol. Representative Courtney not only 
talked to us about our lobby issues but 
also answered our other questions about 
our district. 

One of Rep. Courtney’s staff members 
led us through the underground tunnels 
to the Capitol building, where we took a 
guided tour. Luckily the Senate was go-
ing into session right as we entered, so we 
had the unique experience of seeing Sen-
ate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell de-
liver his opening statement in person. Al-
though the House was not in session and 
the floor was empty, it was still an interest-
ing experience seeing the room in person. 
We noted that Maimonides is one of the 
philosophers presented in relief around 
the crown of the House Chamber. Many in 
our party remarked that it seemed smaller 
in person than it did on TV.

Around 4:30 pm we piled back into the 
cars for the drive home. Usually, this would 
be time for us to reflect on the weekend, 
but most of us were busy sleeping or fin-

ishing make-up work from the two days of school we 
had missed. We pulled into the Temple Emanu-El park-
ing lot at about 12:30 am and schlepped ourselves 
into our parents’ cars. Looking back, the weekend was 
a great experience to bond as a group and learn more 
about our political system and Jewish values. 

We would like to thank Rabbi Ekstrand and Rabbi 
Berg for taking the time to organize and chaperone 
this trip. This would not have been possible without 
their endless support. We are grateful to the many 
people who supported our trip to Washington, espe-
cially our parents. And of course, we greatly appreci-
ate Senators Blumenthal and Murphy and their staff 
for meeting with us, as well as Representative Court-
ney for making time to sit down and converse with us. 

Trevor Fornara and Ellanora Lerner are board mem-
bers of Yachad BBYO, our local chapter of BBYO spon-
sored by the Jewish Federation of Eastern CT. They are 
seniors at Stonington High School and Fishers Island 
School, respectively.
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By Edgar Asher, Ashernet
In a joint operation conducted by inspectors of the 

Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA) and the Israel Po-
lice a hoard of some 232 ancient coins from various 
antiquities sites in northern Israel were seized from 
the home of an Israeli Arab resident of Kfar Kana. Kfar 
Kana is an Israeli Arab town situated some twenty-
two kilometers due west of the Sea of Galilee city of 
Tiberius.

The Kfar Kana resident, so far not named by the 
police, has been detained several times in the past 
for illegally searching for antiques in the ground by 

Stolen coin hoard found near Tiberius
means of metal detectors. Israeli law strictly for-
bids such searches without a permit from the IAA. 
Further, the IAA must be informed if any coin or 
ancient item is found in Israel. Among the coins 
found in the suspect’s house were examples he had 
found with the aid of a metal detector. These items 
included coins from the Persian period of the fif-
teenth century BCE, as well as examples from the 
Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine period.

The finding of ancient artifacts is regarded as a 
legacy for all citizens of the State. Also, the artifacts 
have a scientific importance as they often tie up 

historical facts with the location 
where they were found.

The IAA has called on the 
courts to stiffen punishment for 
illegal use of metal detectors. This 
the IAA says would be a deterrent 
to Israel’s heritage which belongs 
to all the citizens of the country.

© ASHERNET

Some of the coins found in the 
home of a Kfar Kana resident by 
IAA inspectors. Including items 
some 3,500 years old. 

By Oded Granot, Israel Hayom
The Palestinians were quick to disparage Trump’s “deal of the 

century” terming it “the Insult of the Century,” but are deep in denial 
about their part in its creation. Their grand expectations, built up over 
the decades, that there would be an international plan that would 
force upon Israel a sovereign Palestinian state on all of the West Bank 
with a mass return of refugees that would shatter the foundations of 
the Zionist state, all evaporated instantly, usurped 
instead by another plan that they see as the worst 
possible outcome.

One must acknowledge that the Palestinians’ 
stubborn adherence over the years to their demands 
and their refusal to compromise over the “minimum 
conditions” were probably based on two solid pil-
lars: The support of the international community, 
in particular, the pro-Arab camp in the United Na-
tions, and the strong backing they received from the 
Arab states. This week they realized, to their utmost 
despair, that these pillars had collapsed, or at the very least had devel-
oped deep cracks.

How on earth had the European Union gone from being viewed 
by the Palestinians as a “balancing factor” in the face of a “pro-Israeli 
American government,” to suddenly welcoming Trump’s plan and not 
rising up against it? And why on earth are European leaders not rush-
ing to stand as one and back declarations by the international commu-
nity which had become the Palestinians’ main refuge?

And what has prompted the dramatic shift in the Arab bloc’s po-
sition, just 73 years after they had sent their militaries to block the 
implementation of the “partition plan” for two states, a plan that was 
terrible and dangerous for Israel? Instead, this week, they sent three 
of their ambassadors to the White House for the unveiling of a parti-
tion plan that is wonderful for Israel, and seemingly terrible for the 
Palestinians.

Were they not so beholden to their false outlook, the Palestinians 
would realize that the shift in the Arab position is not so dramatic or 

Misreading reality, Palestinians overplayed their hand
sudden, but rather the result of a 
gradual change.

In Khartoum, Sudan, in 1967, 
it was decided that there would 
never be Arab recognition of 
Israel, no peace, and no nego-
tiations. But in Beirut in 2002, it 

was decided that an Israeli with-
drawal from the West Bank and a 
solution for the refugee problem 
would bring about the end to 
the conflict with the Arab world, 
leading to peace and full nor-
malization of ties. And in recent 
years, even before the formula-
tion of the deal of the century, 
some Arab states from the Sunni 
bloc began to normalize their re-
lationship with Israel “under the 
table”.

The Europeans had had 
enough, but they were not alone. 
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is 
a thorn in the side of most Arab 

states, which are dealing with extremely difficult issues of their own. 
Even though only three Arab ambassadors were present at the White 
House ceremony, many of the leaders of the Sunni bloc believe that 
now that Israel has accepted the principle of two states – even if those 
conditions are less advantageous for the Palestinians – President Mah-
moud Abbas must end his boycott and immediately reenter into dis-
cussions with the Americans.

This weekend, the Arab foreign ministers 
will meet for an emergency meeting at the be-
hest of Abbas. The public speeches may still 
voice support for the Palestinian position. But 
behind the scenes, he will be advised to move 
towards a solution and away from the idea of 
an armed conflict that Hamas will advocate 
in its meetings with the delegation Abbas 
decided to dispatch to Gaza “for the sake of 
unity” at this time of great emergency for the 
Palestinian people.

Reading between the lines, it seems as though the United States put 
considerable effort into preparing the ground with the moderate Arab 
states ahead of the release of the plan. The fact that the Saudi Crown 
Prince tried to convince Abbas that it “would not be a disaster” if the 
Palestinian capital is in Abu Dis (as we reported here exclusively for 
the first time) shows that he was in on at least some of the details of 
the deal.

Nonetheless, despite the attempts by some Arab leaders to con-
vince them otherwise, it seems unlikely that there will be a Palestinian 
partner for implementing the Trump peace plan any time soon. Israel 
would do well to call on the Palestinians to enter into negotiations 
on the plan, despite Abbas’ resolute opposition, and in addition, take 
steps to placate the Jordanian king who supports the idea of Israeli 
sovereignty over the Jordan Valley in his heart, but it deeply perturbed 
by the possible implications of such a move on the stability of his king-
dom.

The writing was on the wall, but Ramallah and Gaza re-
fused to see it. For decades, the Palestinians expected that 
the world would force a deal on Israel that would break it 
– but in the end, the world got weary and PA leader Abbas 
was left stuck with Hamas. The Arab response to the “deal 
of the century” has left the Palestinians in shock.
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A deluxe motor coach will  depart the 
New London Shopping Center, 
282 South Frontage Road, 
New London, near Town Fair Tire 
promptly at 9:30 AM.
Lunch will be on your own before the 
exhibit. Tickets are $75 and include 
luxury bus ride, exhibit ticket and a 
healthy snack on the ride home. 

Call Mimi at 860 442 8062 to reserve 

A Joint Program of  

#GET ON THE BUS 2020 
JOIN HADASSAH & THE JEWISH FEDERATION OF EASTERN CT 

ON SUN., MARCH 29 FOR THIS EXTRAORDINARY EXHIBIT 
Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. arrived in New York City in May 2019 after the exhibition com-
pleted a successful run at Madrid’s Arte Canal Exhibition Centre. To date, over 106,000 visitors have 
viewed 700 original objects and 400 photographs that make up the largest ever  
exhibit on Auschwitz produced by the international exhibition firm Musealia and the Auschwitz-
Birkenau State Museum in Poland. 

The exhibition explores the dual identity of the camp as a physical location—the largest  
documented mass murder site in human history—and as a symbol of the borderless  
manifestation of hatred and human barbarity. 

  Exhibit dates have  been  extended!

By Ivan Levingston and Fred Ojambo, Jerusalem Post
Sudan’s military leader met Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netan-

yahu and agreed to work toward normalizing relations, in what would 
be a historic step for the Arab League member that’s never officially 
recognized the Jewish state.

The surprise meeting between Netanyahu and Abdel Fattah al-
Burhan, the head of Sudan’s sovereign council, came Monday at the 
end of a visit by the Israeli leader to Uganda that was part of his latest 
drive to build ties in sub-Saharan Africa.

Recognizing Israel, a key U.S. ally, could help Sudan’s campaign to 
persuade Washington to remove it from its list of state sponsors of ter-
rorism, as the country edges toward democracy after longtime leader 
Omar al-Bashir was ousted last year. The initiative may also be a boost 
for Netanyahu’s re-election bid, allowing him to tout a diplomatic vic-
tory ahead of the March 2 vote.

U.S. Secretary of State Michael Pompeo welcomed the meeting and 
“thanked General al-Burhan for his leadership in normalizing ties with 
Israel.” Sudan is being run by a joint civilian-military administration 
until elections slated for 2022 and it wasn’t immediately clear if all 
participants agreed with the step.

Information Minister Faisal Saleh said the government hadn’t been 
notified or consulted and would seek clarification. No government of 

Sudanese Leader Backs Recognizing Israel in Historic Shift
Muslim-majority Sudan since in-
dependence in 1956 has officially 
recognized Israel. Soldiers from 
Sudan have fought in Arab wars 
against Israel, while the capital, 
Khartoum, was the scene of a 
1967 Arab League summit that 
famously declared the so-called 
“Three No’s”: no peace, no recog-
nition and no negotiations.

Sudan, which Bashir ruled 
for three decades until his over-
throw during mass protests in 
April, had already begun shifting 
its Middle Eastern alliances. Long 
an ally of both Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, the North African nation 
in 2015 dramatically reduced 
ties with the Islamic Republic to 
support the Saudi war against 
Yemeni rebels, supplying thou-
sands of troops. Israeli officials 

had previously identified Sudan, which under Bashir espoused a form 
of Islamist government, as a conduit for Iranian weapons bound for 
Israel’s enemies.

Israel, Sudan and the U.S.’s histories have been intertwined before. 
In 1984-1985, Israeli intelligence operatives began secretly airlifting 
Ethiopian Jews to Israel from Sudanese refugee camps. When the co-
vert operation was revealed, Sudan ended it, but later ceded to pres-
sure from the U.S. to allow it to resume with American military air-
craft. The Israeli operation was dramatized in a 2019 Netflix film, ‘The 
Red Sea Diving Resort.’

Sudanese Reactions
In Sudan, the move met condemnation from the Communist Party, 

a prominent former member of Bashir’s National Congress Party and 
other Islamist factions. Some leading political activists also decried 
the statements, although a few voiced support.

The Israeli move is part of a wider initiative to normalize relations 
with Arab and Muslim-majority states, including some in the Persian 
Gulf, adding them to Jordan and Sudan’s neighbor, Egypt, with which 
Israel already has ties. It comes as Netanyahu is in a fight for his politi-
cal life, dogged by corruption charges and consecutive failures to form 
a government after back-to-back elections last year.

The Ugandan visit also included talks with President Yoweri Mu-
seveni’s government on opening embassies and potential direct flights 
between Tel Aviv and Uganda.

The Israel premier last visited the East African nation in 2016, four 
decades after an Israeli raid on Uganda’s Entebbe airport to rescue Is-
raeli hostages held by Palestinian hijackers. Netanyahu’s brother, Yo-
natan, was killed in the 1976 operation.

Uganda and Israel already cooperate in sectors including agricul-
ture, security, health and information technology, Museveni said in a 
statement.

— With assistance by Jon Herskovitz, Zaid Sabah, and Mohammed 
Alamin

Benjamin Netanyahu in Uganda on Feb. 3. Photographer: Sumy  
Sadurni/AFP via Getty Images
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Israel in the Spring - March 8-19, 2020 

Contact Mission Leaders Carin Savel or  
Jerry Fischer at 860-442-8062. 

Mission Highlights: 

1. Encounters with Israelis, especially in our  
Partnership region of Afula and the Gilboa,  
2. Visits to important archeological sites including 
Caesarea, Acre, Beit She’an, and the Western and 
Southern Walls of the Temple Mount  
3. Curated visits to the Israel and Tel Aviv Museums, 
Kibbutz Ein Harod Museum, Yad V’Shem, Israel’s  
Museum and Monument to the Holocaust.  

4. Home meal in a Druze village just outside of Haifa 
5. Tasting tour of the Carmel Market in Tel Aviv.  
6. Visit Masada, and if the weather allows, go for a swim in the Dead Sea.  
 
Mission Pricing is $5,750 pp/dbl occupancy; Single Supplement is $1350 and includes: 
R/T Airfare, four & five-star hotels, all breakfasts, 8 lunches, and 6 dinners, tips for porterage 
at the hotels and meals included / Pricing does not include transportation to and from US 
airport, tips to the driver, or travel insurance. 
 
Mission Extension March 19-22 Options & Pricing: 
1. Eilat/Wadi Rum/Petra (overnight Wadi Rum) is $1,495 pp dbl occupancy. Single sup-

plement is $275. 
2. Eilat with day trip to Petra is $1,100, single supplement $200. 
3. Eilat only $750, single supplement $150. 
Transfer fees, guide and horse boy tips in Jordan are not included and must be paid in cash 
at the border. They total approx. $140. 

By Sue Surkes, Times of Israel
In the run-up to the annual Jewish festival of Tu B’Shvat on Febru-

ary 9, KKL JNF Jewish National Fund has come up with a tech-savvy 
idea to help save the planet (and raise funds) called Click and Plant 
(https://salkkl.kkl.org.il/haklek_veta/e_yaar.aspx?lang=en) — 
an online site for buying trees.

To launch the site, it is running a promotional two-week campaign 
(starting Thursday and ending on February 12), offering donors the 
chance to buy trees for NIS 18 ($5.20 dollars) — half the usual price 
— in any of the many forests throughout the country. Certificates will 
be provided free online or for a small fee by regular mail if fewer than 
five trees are purchased.

For each discount-price tree that is bought during the promotion, 
KKL will plant an additional tree along the border with the Gaza Strip 
in southern Israel to help shield Israeli communities from rockets 
launched from the Hamas-controlled enclave. The organization is aim-
ing to plant 100,000 trees along this seam.

All the actual planting will be carried out by KKL staff.
Planting trees is one of the cheapest and easiest ways of tackling 

global warming. Trees produce oxygen and remove climate warming 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere during the process of photosyn-
thesis.

The world’s forests have always played an important role in balanc-
ing the gas content of the atmosphere.

An orangutan tries to head off a bulldozer raising its rainforest 
home to the ground for a palm oil plantation. (YouTube screenshot)

But humanity’s relentless emission of fossil fuels into the air com-
bined with massive deforestation across the globe for industries, such 
as logging, cattle rearing and construction, have upset that balance 
and contributed to climate warming.

British ecologist Tom Crowther, who runs a lab at the Swiss univer-
sity ETH Zürich, made headlines last year when he claimed that there 
was enough empty space on the globe to plant 1.2 trillion new saplings 
and in so doing remove two-thirds of all unwanted emissions.

According to the New Scientist, many of his scientific colleagues 
were skeptical. Would he want to plant over areas of natural grassland 
known as savannahs? Could his forests actually have a warming effect 
by altering how sunlight is reflected? Crowther is reportedly working 
on providing answers to questions such as these.

In Israel, the Society for the Protection of Nature has gone head-
to-head with the KKL over the wisdom of planting so many trees in 
Israel’s southern desert areas, where tree cover is naturally sparse and 
communities of plants and animals have developed accordingly.

Tu B’Shvat (literally the 15th of the Hebrew month of Shvat) has 
become known as a tree planting festival in Israel. In biblical times, it 
marked the end of the tax year and the beginning of the next.

As there is no fruit on native Israeli trees at this time, Tu B’Shvat 
marked the cut-off point between the previous year’s fruits and the 
new season’s fruits, for the purposes of determining tithes to the Tem-
ple.

That is why Tu B’Shvat is usually marked by serving dry fruit.
A child holds up a KKL-JNF blue box to collect donations in this un-

KKL-JNF launches online ‘click and plant’ project ahead of Tu B’Shvat
dated photo. The blue 
box was one of the first 
ways to raise money 
for the fledgling or-
ganization. (Courtesy 
KKL-JNF)

Since its found-
ing in 1901, KKL JNF 
Jewish National Fund 
has planted 240 mil-
lion trees on 920,000 
dunams (more than 
227,300 acres) of land. 
In decades gone by, no 
Zionist home in the Di-
aspora was complete 
without a KKL-JNF 
blue charity box into 
which coins of all de-
nominations would be 
dropped to help fund 
the planting of forests 
in Israel.

Keren Kayemet LeIsrael
At the fifth Zionist Congress in 

1901, the convened delegates es-
tablished Keren Kayemeth LeIs-
rael (Jewish National Fund) as 
a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
World Zionist Organization to act 
as purchaser of lands that would 
be the “perpetual property of the 
Jewish people.” KKL-JNF belongs 
to the Jewish People and serves 

A child holds up a KKL-JNF blue box to collect donations in this undated photo. 
The blue box was one of the first ways to raise money for the fledgling organi-
zation. (Courtesy KKL-JNF)

as its trustee for land purchased over the course of a hundred years.
Development of and settlement on KKL-JNF lands is a direct ex-

tension of Israel’s Law of Return and before the founding of the State, 
KKL-JNF purchased approximately one million dunam of land with 
money contributed by Jews in Israel and around the world.

KKL-JNF’s extensive activities are carried out in the name of the 
Jewish People for the benefit of the public as a whole and for all sectors 
of its population, whatever their religion or ethnicity. These activities 
include strengthening peripheral communities, acting as custodian for 
national land and preserving its beauties, conserving the landscape 
and nature, improving the environment and raising the public’s level 
of ecological awareness for the sake of future generations.

Direct: 860-443-4400   Cell: 860-625-5255 
Email: Geoff@CallTheHouseMan.com 
Website: www.CallTheHouseman.com 

Blog: CTHouseMan.com 

ON THE BAY 

FOR ALL YOUR  
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The Museum of Jewish Heritage. Led by museum educators, students 
learned about the rise of the Nazi party, the significance of Auschwitz 
in the Final Solution and the struggles to survive, as well as the camp’s 
liberation and legacy. This extensive exhibit incorporates 700 original 
objects and over 400 photos from over 20 museums and institutions, 
some of which have never been on view in the US. 

The exhibit held many objects from Kanada, a warehouse where 
Jewish prisoners were forced to sort personal items of their fellow 
prisoners for the Reich. Local Holocaust survivor Sigmund Strochlitz 
worked in this warehouse and students are learning more about his 
experiences through JFEC’s Encountering Survivors program. The 
group was fortunate to be accompanied by two children of local Ho-
locaust survivors: Mona Levin, whose mother, Mina Gastfreund, sur-
vived Auschwitz, and Rosa Goldblatt, whose father, Henry Drobriaz, 
survived several work camps. Both Mona and Rosa are working with 
Encountering Survivors students to share their parents’ stories.

Between museum visits, students sampled knish, latkes, matzo ball 
soup and traditional Jewish meats at Katz’s Deli. Students were also 
exposed to some of the history and traditions surrounding these Jew-
ish favorites. 

The Encountering Survivors field trip continues to be an important 
tool in keeping lessons from the Holocaust in the forefront for area 
youth, affording opportunities to enhance knowledge and bring deep-
er understanding of classroom learning.

Encountering Survivors is supported by the Jewish Federation 
of Eastern CT together with a grant from the Frank Loomis Palmer 
Fund.

vention).
Friday night was typical of 

any other convention: check into 
rooms, welcome speech, vari-
ous programs and games, dinner, 
and services. Jared Linder, our 
past Chapter President and now 
Regional VP of Jewish Program-
ming, along with some members 
of the steering committee led a 
stargazing themed service, com-
plete with meditation and two 
song leaders. Since this was Win-
ter Kallah, we had inductions—
a Kallah tradition—instead of 
heading back to our rooms after 
services. Regional inductions is 
a ceremony where teens who 
prove themselves to be trustwor-
thy and respectful are honorarily 
bestowed with the responsibil-
ity of upholding Jewish princi-
ples. Inductees get a pin, a BBYO 
membership card, and a copy of 
“Insider Information.” This small 
book contains the history of the 
organization, the duties of board 
members, and other important 
information needed to run a 
chapter of BBYO or to be an active 
and engaged member. Despite the 
word “insider” being in its name, 
copies can be found online in pdf 
form. This Kallah, Simone Lerner 
was inducted into the region, sig-
nifying that she is ready to exem-
plify leadership and engagement 
in our Jewish community. 

Saturday morning started 
with breakfast and then services. 
During services, Noah Pozner 
BBYO, the chapter from New-
town, CT, led a commemoration 
of the shooting at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School. The chapter 
was renamed after the tragedy 
in remembrance of Noah Pozner, 
a Jewish first grader who was 
killed. During the commemora-
tion, teens from around the re-
gion stood up and each said the 
name of one victim of the shoot-
ing. Ellanora Lerner, Hannah 
Linder and I were asked to par-
ticipate.

After the service, we went to 
various sessions with speakers 
whom we were interested in. 
Most notably was Michael Bloom, 
the Executive Director of the Jew-
ish Federation Association of 
Connecticut (JFACT), who lobbies 
on the state and national level for 
legislation that would benefit the 
Jewish community. In the past 
few years, JFACT has focused on 
finding funding for security at 
Jewish institutions. They’ve had 
many recent successes, which 
should bring millions of dollars 

into the state for non-profit security. 
Another speaker was a trans-rights activist named Hannah. She 

transitioned to a woman in her twenties and now speaks around the 
country and on TV about the reality that transgender people face. She 
described her transition with an analogy. Being male for her was like 
writing with her non-dominant hand. She had grown accustomed to it, 
but it never felt natural. Transitioning to a woman was like using her 
dominant hand to write for the first time in her life. It felt right, and 
she then realized how hard it had been for her before. She had no way 
to explain this sensation to those who questioned her; all she can say 
was that she knew this was the right choice. Her talk was interesting 
and opened my eyes to many of the internal and external struggles 
trans people face every day.

By the time Sunday came, I was exhausted. The night before there 
was a Tel-Aviv themed dance, complete with a market (each booth was 
manned by a chapter trying to sell its merchandise to raise money) 
and a falafel bar. I nearly fell asleep during business meetings—a BBYO 
tradition during which any member can present legislation that can 
change how the region operates. Most of the legislation that people 
wanted to present was passed at Fall Convention, so this business 
meeting went fairly quickly. 

When we were ready to leave, our chapter regrouped near the 
doors and were escorted back to the limousine van that was waiting 
out front. I was asleep by the time we reached the highway.

Trevor Fornara is President, Yachad BBYO and a senior at Stonington 
High School.

BBYO CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Perhaps if Israel was able to negotiate with say Lebanon, Jordan, 
Syria and Egypt, without the disturbance of countries such as Iran, 
Russia and Turkey, there might be a little hope that everybody could 
be accommodated and learn to live together. This is but a dream. 

There is little hope in the near and middle future, even with the U.S. 
peace plan, that there will be any substantive changes in the region. 
Russia is increasing her influence and power in the region with the 
establishment of air, sea and land forces mainly centered on Syria. Tur-
key is trying to establish a military link with north African countries 
to attempt to get a handle on Mediterranean natural gas and north 
African oil. Iran sees Lebanon just right for takeover via her Hezbollah 
proxies – and then of course on towards Israel. Hamas in Gaza prob-
ably sees itself as the savior of the Palestinians, who are weak and in-
decisive. 

There are also serious rumblings in Jordan as the King tries to 
maintain control over a weak economy. In Jordan’s case there could be 
a bright future if there was cooperation with Israel. Apart from Aquaba 
on the Red Sea, next to Eilat, Jordan is a landlocked poor country. It is 
about four times the size of Israel, with both countries having about 
the same population of around nine million. However, Jordan could 
have a very bright future if she decided to cooperate with Israel. 

Apart from the exchange of tourism, there is the possibility of ex-
tending the rail connection between Haifa port (on the Mediterra-
nean) and northern Jordan, including the capital Amman. This would 
open the trade possibilities for Jordan with Europe. There could also 
be joint industrial projects between the two countries. This would also 
provide Palestinians with the possibility of establishing viable indus-
trial and tourism projects. The much talked about link between the 
Red Sea and the Dead Sea would provide both Israel and Jordan with 
immense possibilities of further development of Dead Sea chemicals 
and tourism on both sides of the Dead Sea.

President Trump’s dream for the Middle East is far reaching, and 
Binyamin Netanyahu’s legal problems will complicate the situation. 
How he will deal with this is uncertain. Will for instance an indicted 
prime minister be acceptable as a party leader? Will public sentiment 
lean more towards Netanyahu’s opponents? We are indeed living in 
very interesting times.

ROCK CONT. FROM PAGE 5
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All-Star second baseman  
Ian Kinsler retires

By P. J. Grisar, JTA
Edith Head had the look.
She clothed Hollywood’s most glamorous, gifting Dorothy Lamour 

her trademark sarong, cloaking Kim Novak in a pristine white winter 
coat (collar popped), and making the grubby Great Depression look 
snappy with striped and checkered suits for Paul Newman and Robert 
Redford in “The Sting.” Her knack for understanding the fusion of char-
acter and actress gave us Gloria Swanson’s Norma Desmond, Grace 
Kelly’s Lisa Fremont and Audrey Hepburn’s Sabrina (and Jo Stockton 
in “Funny Face” and Princess Ann in “Roman Holiday”).

Head herself had a more understated — if no less iconic – style, 
rocking an abrupt bob haircut and round glasses and eschewing bright 
colors for blacks, whites, browns and beiges, usually in the form of 
two-piece suits. With little in the way of formal art or fashion training, 
Head nonetheless rose to the top of the industry, receiving eight Acad-
emy Awards for costume design, the most of anyone in the category, 
and the most Oscars ever received by a woman.

Born to German-Jewish immigrant Max Posener, a haberdasher, 
and first-generation-American Anna E. Levy, Head was 26 when she 
embarked on her film career after several lean years teaching French 
and art.

In 1923, Head, who had no experience with costumes but was ea-
ger to earn more money, answered an ad for a sketch artist job at Para-
mount Pictures with a portfolio that belonged to another student from 
her drawing class. She was hired anyway and soon began designing.

As the erstwhile romance language instructor later opined in her 
book “The Dress Doctor,” “Fashion is a language. Some know it, some 
learn it, some never will.”

Known as “the Doctor” on the Paramount lot, Head became the stu-
dio’s chief costume designer in 1938. While her early work at Para-
mount had ripples in the real world — including the popularization of 
that sarong she designed for Dorothy Lamour in “The Jungle Princess” 
(1936) — Head would have to wait a decade for her first Oscar nomi-
nation. That’s because the category for Costume Design didn’t exist 
until 1948.

Head won her first Oscar in 1949 with Gile Steele for their work on 
“The Heiress,” where she managed the not-so-difficult task of making 
Olivia de Havilland and a pre-car-crash Montgomery Clift look good 
and the more onerous task of getting them to agree to their 19th-cen-
tury costumes.

Because the Academy had categories for black-and-white and color 
costume design, Head was able to collect her second and third Oscars 
in 1950 for “All About Eve” (black-and-white) and “Samson and Deli-
lah” (color). She got her fourth (and first solo win) the following year 
for “A Place in the Sun,” starring Elizabeth Taylor in an iconic, off-the-
shoulder number that became the model for many a prom dress.

Diminutive, funny and exacting, Head was a favorite designer of 
Hollywood’s leading ladies, with whom she kept an open dialogue 
about what they’d be wearing. As admired as her costume work was, 
she attributed her success to her ability to keep the peace between 
outspoken talent, both in front of and behind the camera.

“I’ve been a confirmed fence-sitter,” Head said. “That’s why I’ve 
been around so long.”

One of the many people she managed to please was Alfred Hitch-
cock, for whom she was a regular collaborator from “Rear Window” 
(1954) onward. When Head left Paramount for Universal in 1967, 

Meet the woman with the most Oscars ever

after 43 year, many believed it was to work more 
with Hitchcock, then under contract there.

Head once said “to be a good designer in Holly-
wood, one has to be a combination of psychiatrist, 
artist, fashion designer, dress-maker, pin cushion, 
historian, nurse maid and purchasing agent too.”

Head was such a strong character in her own 
right that two decades after her death in 1981, she 
served as the basis for the indomitable superhero 
costumer Edna “E” Mode in “The Incredibles.”

While she created indelible looks for tempestu-
ous stars, Head preferred to design for men, boast-

She dressed Hollywood’s biggest stars for over five decades, but her costumes never went out of style.

ing that her win for “The Sting” was the first time 
an Oscar for costuming went to a picture without 
a female lead.

Receiving her eighth and final award for that 
film, she said “Just imagine dressing the two hand-
somest men in the world and then getting this.”

The Doctor was aware of the privilege of her lot, 
but she held to a credo that tracked with her own 
rise from inexperienced scribbler to the unchal-
lenged master of cinematic costume design: “You 
can have anything you want in life if you dress for 
it.”

By Jerusalem Post Staff
The Religious Action Center of Reform Juda-

ism released a letter condemning the decision of 
the Trump administration to establish a Medicaid 
block program.

“By encouraging states to cap federal funds for 
Medicaid expansion, the Trump administration is 
fundamentally undermining Medicaid and jeopar-
dizing access to health care for the most vulner-
able Americans,” said the center’s director, Rabbi 
Jonah Dov Pesner, in a statement on behalf of the 
wider Reform movement, as well as other organi-
zations such as the Union for Reform Judaism and 
the Central Conference of American Rabbis.

“Medicaid expansion primarily covers low-
income adults and has been proven to increase 
access to care and save lives,” the statement con-
tinued.

“Block grants would overturn the existing fund-
ing system, under which the federal government 
takes care of 90% all costs for people covered by 
Medicaid expansion, effectively cutting federal 
funding and lessening the ability of states to cover 
the full cost of providing life-saving coverage for 
those in need of care.

“Jewish tradition teaches that God did not di-
vide creation between the sick and the well, be-
tween people who can afford health care and those 
who cannot, or between those who are entitled to 
health care and those who are not,” the statement 

Reform movement slams Medicaid cuts
said. “God created all of us, endowed us with equal 
rights, and charged us with the responsibility to be 
partners in the act of healing. By reducing federal 
funds and encouraging states to cut benefits, this 
plan threatens that sacred responsibility and will 
harm vulnerable members of our community.

“The Reform Movement remains committed to 
advocating for a health care system that enables all 
people to access high quality, affordable care.”

The Reform Movement is the largest stream of 
Judaism in the US, and has traditionally focused 
heavily on the practice of tikkun olam, which seeks 
to improve the world through activism.

It is not the first time the leaders of this move-
ment have condemned the Trump administration. In 
September 2019, the leaders of 12 Reform institu-
tions released an open letter condemning US Presi-
dent Donald Trump for “dividing the nation and 
sowing hate and fear.”

“Since taking office, President Trump’s words 
and actions have sowed division, spread fear and 
expressed hateful views that go far beyond the le-
gitimate expressions of policy differences that char-
acterize healthy political debate,” the letter said, 
adding that “We must all expect more from the pres-
ident of the United States.”

Omri Nahmias contributed to this report.
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By Teddy Weinberger
Up until recently, I assumed that the State of Israel would have 

by now significantly impacted American stereotypes of Jews. Surely 
something must have shifted in the 50 years since I grew-up? Surely 
after decades of Jewish fighter-jet pilots and tank gunners, the Ameri-
can Jewish man could not be stereotyped as the weak nebbish that I 
grew up on? Surely Wonder Woman Gal Gadot has exorcised the whin-
ing, unattractive Jewish American Princess?

As you have probably surmised from the title to this column, I was 
wrong. The quotation is taken from Fleishman is in Trouble by Taffy 
Brodesser-Akner, a woman who grew up Orthodox, left Orthodoxy as 
a young adult, and who now leads a fairly traditional Jewish life thanks 
to her gentile-born husband who decided to take his conversion seri-
ously. Like Brodesser-Akner herself, the protagonist grew up in the 
80s and early 90s. “Fat, Jewish, clumsy, short,” we learn, is how Toby 
Fleishman thought of himself in high school. Yes, it turns out that the 
stereotypes confronting and even embodied by Philip Roth’s charac-
ters in the 1950s (Brenda in “Goodbye, Columbus” is a prototype for 
the J.A.P.) are still present in American society. Toby is a brainy, nerdy, 
doctor with an emasculating Jewish mother, and his ex-wife is, in the 
words of the narrator, “a bitch.” Toby forces his two children to attend 
Friday night services with him; they don’t like going to synagogue, and 
the narrator adds: “no one does.” The fertility decisions of Toby’s sis-
ter, who is religious, are described in almost racist terms (she “breeds” 
children), and her traditional Jewish life is depicted as almost patho-
logical. 

Brodesser-Akner was, of course, under no obligation to present a 

more nuanced depiction of Jews 
and Judaism in her novel. Still, 
most authors write out of their 
own experience, and indeed 
in some respects Brodesser-
Akner does so here; for example, 
the narrator is a woman who 
wrote for a men’s magazine and 
Brodesser-Akner wrote celebrity 
profiles for GQ. I thus find my-
self asking: Why did an author 
like Brodesser-Akner, who, unlike 
Roth, received a Jewish educa-
tion, and who (again unlike Roth) 
finds a lot in Judaic religious tra-
dition to be personally meaning-
ful, not write more from her own 
experience of Jews and Judaism? 
Answer: Americans would not 
have responded to such a book, 
and it would not have become 
what it did: One of the “must 
reads” of this past summer. As 
something of an expert on celeb-
rities, Brodesser-Akner knows 
what Americans like and want. 
And so she writes about Jews the 

way America likes to read about Jews. 
To see a case in point from a truly great 

American writer, one has to go no further 
than Elizabeth Strout’s Olive, Again, pub-
lished this past October. The last chapter has 
86-year-old Olive living in a senior citizens 
community. Retired lawyer Bernie Green is 
a fellow resident; his wife is in the commu-
nity’s Alzheimer’s unit, and “whenever Olive 
saw him, he had tears in his eyes, and some-
times they were just coming straight down his face.” An astonished 
Olive asks her son over the phone: “What was that all about?” Chris-
topher tells Olive that “the guy was Jewish, and Jewish men weren’t 
ashamed to cry.” Never mind that this particular Jewish man has lived 
most of his life in a small town in Maine sans Jews and that his exis-
tence is totally divorced from Jews and Jewish practice. He is a Jew and 
may be safely subsumed within a stereotype of the Jewish man—but 
even “positive” stereotypes are demeaning. 

I am sad that old stereotypes still and apparently will always pre-
vail in America. True, if you are brought up with a proud Jewish iden-
tity you know that “fat, Jewish, clumsy, short” is a stereotype. But you 
still have to deal with it. Slim Jews, dexterous Jews, tall Jews are all de-
partures from the stereotype, but they don’t eliminate the stereotype. 
Jewish stereotypes are apparently hard-wired into American culture 
and are inescapable. My children grew up in Israel without reference 
to these pernicious stereotypes. My children grew up without experi-
encing “Jewish” as negative. 

By Ari Feldman, Forward
If you or your synagogue have been the target of this email scam 

and would like to share details of the incident, please contact Ari Feld-
man at feldman@forward.com.

Alow-tech email scam targeting clergy has reached American rab-
bis, dozens of whom have taken to social media in recent days to alert 
their congregants and colleagues that would-be digital thieves are us-
ing their identities to request payments in the form of gift cards.

While the scam is not new, its perpetrators, whose identities re-
main unknown, appear to have moved over the last month to target 
synagogue congregants. The email senders suffer from the same 
grammar deficiencies as other scams, and tried to play to the religious 
affiliations of their new marks with subject lines and salutations such 
as “Shalom aleichem” and “Blessings.”

In some cases, the scammers asked for gift cards on behalf of other 
congregants, taking advantage of the importance of tzedakah — char-
ity — in Jewish communities. The scams are particularly frustrating, 
rabbis say, since they aim to exploit the trusting relationships be-
tween clergy and congregants, and capitalize on the routine fundrais-
ing work for causes and synagogue events that rabbis and other Jew-
ish leaders regularly engage in via email.

“It feels icky that there’s someone out there that has figured out 
this great scam, that works precisely because congregants trust their 
clergy,” said Rabbi Debra Newman Kamin, president of the Rabbinical 
Assembly, the Conservative movement’s organization of rabbis. Kamin 
said her identity was used in an email gift card scam, and estimated 
that she’s seen about a dozen posts from colleagues on social media 
reporting similar incidents.

“It’s a faceless crime, but it still feels like a violation if someone can 
get your information and attempt to do harm,” Kamin said.

Unlike other identity-theft scams, this version does not require a 
hacked email account. Instead, the scammers create a fake email ad-
dress for a congregational rabbi and then send an emailed request for 
help, in some cases only to email addresses that are available on the 
synagogue’s website. The fake email address often takes the format 
of [rabbi’s name].[synagogue name]@gmail.com, which mimicks how 
some rabbis do identify on the internet.

“I’m 95% sure that there was no hack done,” said Rabbi Marc Katz, 
of Temple Ner Tamid, a Reform congregation in Bloomfield, N.J., who 

Rabbis are latest clergy targeted in email gift card scam
sent an email to congregants 
several weekends ago warning 
them not to respond to solicita-
tions from a fake email using 
his name “They knew that there 
were enough email addresses on 
our website, so they could get to 
people that way.”

If an email recipient responds, 
the scammers typically follow up 
by asking the congregant or syna-
gogue staffer to buy gift cards to 
online retailers like Amazon and 
Google Play, and send them the 
cards’ numbers and PIN codes.

The scams have affected Jew-
ish communities of various de-
nominations across the country 
over the past month. In Tennes-
see, the Chattanooga Free Press 
reported last week that two local 
synagogues were targeted, and 
rabbis in Nevada, North Carolina 
and Maryland have also posted 
on social media about the scam.

It is not clear who the perpe-
trators of the scam are, or wheth-
er the scams are part of a coor-
dinated effort. The Free Press 
reported that the Anti-Defama-
tion League was investigating the 
scams; a representative for the 
ADL did not respond to a request 
for comment Sunday.

None of the rabbis inter-
viewed reported any loss of mon-
ey. But in some cases, including 
Temple Beth El in Charlotte, N.C., 
elderly congregants came close 

to complying with the request.
“As a faith community, we regularly help out individuals who are in 

need, and sometimes the calls to do so come from the clergy, and from 
our tradition, the very ethics with which our community has defined 
itself,” said Rabbi Asher Knight of Beth El.

The people who nearly lost money, he said, were the people who 
”really live those ethics and values every day.”

This round of email scams targeting worshippers appears to have 
begun last summer. In July, a Federal Trade Commission blog post 
warned against the scam, noting that popular gift cards requested also 
included iTunes, the video game playing and discussion site Steam and 
the cash card service MoneyPak. The post noted that while most of the 
scams happen over email, there have also been instances of congre-
gants getting texts and calls from their pastor, bishop or imam.

Because the scam has not yielded any reports of thefts so far, some 
rabbis are regarding it as relatively benign.

“It felt harmless, especially because I saw that it was happening to 
other people, so it didn’t feel like it was directed at me in particular,” 
said Rabbi Rachel Ain, who heard from a congregant about a suspi-
cious email on Friday morning.

In many cases, these are not the first times these rabbis or syna-
gogues have been targeted for internet scams, including phishing at-
tacks. But the volume of the attacks in the space of a few weeks has 
surprised rabbis.

Rabbi Knight said that it is frustrating to have these kinds of attacks 
happen with faith in institutions in American life seems to be at a low.

“Unfortunately, this is part of the digital era we live in,” he said. 
“People are willing to prey on others goodwill and kindness and faith.”

Ari Feldman is a staff writer at the Forward. Contact him at feld-
man@forward.com or follow him on Twitter @aefeldman
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